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All the prints in this exhibition have been made by Boris Savelev.

The Black and White Lith prints, with their subtle tone, are made in his darkroom in
Moscow and printed onto Oriental paper. 

The colour prints have been made by Boris Savelev, Adam Lowe and Rafa Rachewsky
at Factum Arte in Madrid using Factum Arte's flatbed printer. The printer, designed by
Dwight Perry for Factum Arte, over-prints in perfect registration allowing the image
to be built up in layers with a level of control over the colour and tone that is not
possible in any other printing process. All the files, between four and seven for each
image have been prepared by Boris Savelev. The prints are in pigment on gesso coated
aluminium panels. The surface is waxed with bee wax. The character of the surface,
with its slight irregularities, is an important aspect of these images. 

These colour prints use none of the fugitive dyes that are characteristic of con-
ventional photographic processes. These images, if kept in the proper conditions,
should have the same life expectancy as a traditional panel painting. 

All prints are in an edition of 3 signed by the artist and numbered 1 to 3. 

There is one artist's proof signed AP and one printer's proof signed PP.



In 1986, at the start of Perestroyka (rebuilding), Thomas Neurath, the director of
Thames and Hudson visited Moscow looking for 'unofficial' artists. He selected Boris
Savelev and in 1988 the monograph Secret City was published. This was the first book
published in the west of an unofficial photographer living in the Soviet Union. Up until
1982 all of the works that Boris Savelev had exhibited were black and white prints but he
had been experimenting with colour photography since the early 1980's. When producing
Secret City, Thames and Hudson selected a group of these colour photographs which had
been taken using Orwachrome film. The poor quality of the colour, and the additional
problems of the lithographic reproduction failed to capture the complexity and density
that the artist wanted. In 1987 he discovered Kodachrome film and all his colour work
taken on film since that time has used Kodachrome. In the years following its publication
most of Boris Savelev's work has been an enquiry into colour photography. Since 1995
most of his images have been captured digitally. 

After the initial disappointment with the reproductions in Secret City, Boris started to
look for alternative printing processes. He worked with C Type prints, but anxious about
their fugitive nature and unhappy with the uniform surface of the paper he started looking
into dye transfer prints and then pigment transfer prints. He experimented with many of
the nineteenth century processes becoming a master of gum bichromate printing (both in
black and white and colour), platinum printing and Kallitype. Cameraworks was his
inspiration and pictorialist photographers like Steichen, Kertész, Lartigue and Demarchy
interested him, both for the quality of the prints and for the integrity of the images. 

In 1995 he was invited to Germany by Alexander Von Berswordt Wallrabe to show
with m Bochum. Alexander decided to produce an edition of 15 of Boris's images and was
persuaded to make them as pigment transfer prints. The process is time consuming and
difficult but with the right materials it is capable of producing beautiful images of great
complexity and with a slight surface relief. Permaprint was the only studio in Europe capable
or realising this edition and once a visa was obtained Boris was sent to London. This was
the start of a long relationship between Boris and myself in search of the perfect way to
manifest his images. Permaprint morphed into Factum Arte and moved to Madrid. Factum
Arte developed the interest in surface and started building and acquiring 3D scanners.
Digital printers were bought and taken to bits. It became clear that we had to develop a
flatbed printer. This is now being perfected. New surfaces were investigated using materials
usually associated with painting. These were subjected to rigorous testing and analysis,
modified and tested again. Boris began to prepare his files to be printed in layers, a task
that requires a very different sensibility from normal photographic printing. Gradually
these images, one from every year that Boris has been working, found their form.

Adam Lowe




